Instructional Materials Feedback Recording Form
Criteria

Notes
Carnegie Learning’s Math Solution is fully aligned to CA CCSS-Math. We provide a dot matrix overview of standards
alignment in the front matter of each text. In the dot matrix, filled in circles represent target standards and open circles
are being reviewed. In addition, with identify standards being addressed with a Module, Topic, Lesson, and MATHia
Workspace.

Part 1: Content
1. Content is aligned to CA
CCSS-Math

Our standards alignment is also validated by EdReports.

2. Standards for Mathematical
Practice are embedded in
lessons.

3. Low floor/high ceiling,
appropriately scaffolded
tasks are evident.

Every activity is denoted with an icon that
represents a Standard for Mathematical Practice,
or a pair of practices, that is intentionally being
developed in that activity. There are four icons:
one represents a single practice, while the other
three represent pairs of practices, that are
identified in the front matter of the Student
Edition and Teacher Implementation Guide. No
icon is used for Math Practice 1 (“Make sense of
problems and persevere in solving them.”),
because this practice is evident every day, and in every Lesson.
The instructional materials for the Carnegie Learning Math Solution provide evidence-based strategies to help
teachers sequence or scaffold lessons so that the content is accessible to all learners as the foundation for
learning. The instructional materials also consistently provide tasks with multiple entry-points; support,
accommodations, and modifications for English Language Learners and other special populations; and
opportunities for teachers to use a variety of grouping strategies. There are opportunities for all students to
investigate mathematics content at greater depth.
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The Carnegie Learning Math Solution balances the three
aspects of rigor (procedural fluency, conceptual knowledge,
and real-world application). There is a balance of the three
aspects of rigor within each grade, and they are addressed with
appropriate intensity.

4. Procedural concepts are
developed from conceptual
understanding.

5. Spiral review is embedded.

Within each Topic, students develop conceptual understanding
by building upon prior knowledge and completing activities that
demonstrate the underlying mathematics. Throughout the
series of Lessons in the Topic, students have ample opportunity
to practice new skills in relevant problems, both with teacher
guidance and independently. Students also have opportunities
to apply their knowledge in a variety of ways that let them
show their understanding (graphic organizers, error analysis,
real-world application, etc.). In general, the three aspects of
rigor are fluidly interwoven.

Spaced review, or spiral review, is embedded
throughout the Carnegie Learning Instructional
Materials. It is seen in the Getting Started at the
beginning of each lesson as we seek to tap into
students’ prior knowledge and experiences. We also
see the spaced review throughout the questioning in
the Activities of the lessons, helping students see the
connections between the work they have done in the
past and the learning they are currently doing.
Finally, in our Assignment page, at the end of each
lesson, we include a review section. This review is
typically structured to include questions from the
previous lesson, topic, and modules
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Each lesson includes facilitation notes. This
resource provides teachers with grouping
suggestions, ways to chunk the lesson, questions
to ask, differentiation strategies, misconceptions,
and things to look for.

Part 2: Instructional Program
1. Teacher resources provide
the teacher with guidance
to facilitate student-tostudent discussions.

2. There are multiple
instructional models used in
the program.

Teachers also have access to online Professional
Learning modules that provide facilitation
strategies for each lesson. (MyPL)

At its core, our instructional approach is based on three
simple, key components: Engage, Develop,
Demonstrate. While all lessons maintain this structure,
the specific instructional strategies used vary based on
the concept being developed. As a result, multiple
instructional models are used in the Carnegie Learning
Math Solutions.
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3. There a balance of
procedural fluency,
conceptual understanding,
and applications in
lessons/units.

The Carnegie Learning Math Solution meets expectations that the three aspects of rigor are not always treated
together and are not always treated separately. There is a balance of the three aspects of rigor within the grade,
and they are addressed with appropriate intensity.
Within each Topic, students develop conceptual understanding by building upon prior knowledge and completing
activities that demonstrate the underlying mathematics. Throughout the series of Lessons in the Topic, students
have ample opportunity to practice new skills in relevant problems, both with teacher guidance and
independently. Students also have opportunities to apply their knowledge in a variety of ways that let them show
their understanding (graphic organizers, error analysis, real-world application, etc.). In general, the three aspects
of rigor are fluidly interwoven.

Mathematics is not a list of disconnected concepts, but rather a body of knowledge made up of interconnected
concepts. The sequences presented in the Carnegie Learning Middle and High School Solutions were thoughtfully
developed to coherently build new understanding on the foundations developed in prior grades, or in previous lessons
within each course. Connections within courses are used to improve focus. The Carnegie Learning Instructional Design
team positioned the standards of the supporting work to reinforce the major work of each grade, using the progression
documents as a guide, so that the supporting standards enhance the focus and coherence of the major
standards/clusters for each grade.

4. The program is truly
integrated.
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The instructional materials provide opportunities for teachers to personalize learning to meet the needs of the full
range of learners. For those students who need more time, such as those in Tier 2 or Tier 3 of an MTSS/RtI framework,
the textbook and software contain scaffolding features to address the needs of struggling learners.
TIER 1: The instructional materials for the Carnegie Learning Middle School Math Solution provide evidence-based
strategies to help teachers sequence or scaffold lessons so that the content is accessible to all learners as the
foundation for learning. The instructional materials also consistently provide: tasks with multiple entry-points; support,
accommodations, and modifications for English Language Learners and other special populations; and opportunities
for teachers to use a variety of grouping strategies. There are opportunities for all students to investigate mathematics
content at greater depth.
Our instructional approach includes three stages: Engage, Develop, and Demonstrate. The Engage portion of the
lesson, called the Getting Started, is focused on providing an accessible entry into the lesson for all students. They
activate prior knowledge and help students connect to experiences they have had in the real world.

Part 3: Universal Access
1. Tier 1 and 2 supports for
Special Education students
are provided.

TIER 2: MATHia software can be used to support students in Tier 2, whose interventions typically occur outside of the
time dedicated to core instruction and focus primarily on practicing skills and reviewing content taught during core
instruction. Students can spend additional time working on their current MATHia content, or they can use the Review
Mode to revisit concepts previously learned. They can use their additional time to review the Step-By-Step problem
and discuss in small groups. There are RtI software sequences that address below grade-level topics. The MATHia
reports provide ongoing information about the students’ progress to allow teachers to move students fluidly through
tiers as appropriate.
Students in Tier 2 can use additional time to complete the spaced review provided in the Review section of the
textbook Assignment and to more thoroughly address the Talk the Talk activities.
Additionally, differentiation strategies, questions to ask, and common misconceptions are provided throughout the
facilitation notes for each lesson. For example, in Grade 6, Module 2 Relating Quantities, Topic 2 Percents, Lesson 1.3
Oh, Yes, I Am the Muffin Man, a differentiation strategy suggests supporting students who struggle by providing a hint
sheet to support their learning while they play the game with peers who may think faster than they do. (M2-109F)
There are numerous other examples that support accommodations for special populations such as:
“For students who struggle with base and height, it may be helpful to have them cut out figures. That way, they can
turn the paper to see different sides can be the base. They can then use folds to determine the height.” (M1-15E)
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The ELL Tips and strategies provided are embedded in the lessons at
point of use and are specific to that page of the lesson.
Additionally, the Facilitation Notes for each lesson offer
Differentiation Strategies that are applicable to all students,
including English Language Learners.

2. Language supports for
English Learners are
embedded in lessons.
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Our activities emphasize
active learning and
making sense of
mathematics.
Formatting of the text is
intended to provide
students with the
opportunity to interact
directly with the mathematics. Carnegie Learning’s Math Solution includes space designed for students to write
responses and do computations.

3. Formatting is student
friendly.

We also build in tables and coordinate planes or grids at point of
use to provide students with the tools to focus on the math.
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Part 4: Assessment
1. Assessments contain a
balance of procedural
fluency, conceptual
understanding, and
application items.

Carnegie Learning’s assessments are built to assess students’
procedural fluency, conceptual understanding and ability to apply
their knowledge. We provide the following summative assessments
for every topic:
• Pre-Test
• Post-Test
• End of Topic Assessment (2 versions for flexibility)
• Standardized Practice Test
• Performance Task with a grading rubric
The balance of questions addressing these different aspects of rigor is
dependent on the focus of the topic and align to the focus of the
standard being assessed. We provide an Assessment Overview for
each topic that defines the standards being assessed by question.
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The summative assessments focus on preparing students for success on any district, state, or national high-stakes test
and include a mix of multiple choice, short answer, and open ended/explanation questions.
Performance Tasks, with a rubric and sample response, are available for every topic.

2. Assessments include a mix
of multiple choice, short
answer, and performance
task/explanation.

Carnegie Learning’s partnership with
Edulastic (www.edulastic.com), an
online assessment platform, provides
educators with powerful ways to
assess learning and measure student
progress. Carnegie Learning educators
receive access to Carnegie Learning’s
Middle School and High School Math
Solution assessments and item
libraries. Through Edulastic, instructors
are able to build, edit, and assign prebuilt and customized assessments that
students can access and complete
online. Edulastic provides a wide
variety of question types including drag
and drop, graphing, sequencing, and
free response.
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3. Formative assessments are
embedded in lessons.

Formative assessment is a critical part of Carnegie
Learning’s Math Solution. The built in questioning in
the Student Text, provides teachers with multiple
opportunities for formative assessment of students’
progress towards understanding of concepts and
procedures.

Peer Analysis: Thumbs Up problems provide a
framework that gives students opportunities to
analyze viable methods and problem-solving
strategies. From the incorrect responses in Thumbs Down problems, students learn to determine where the error in
calculation is, why the method is an error, and also how to correct the method to correctly calculate the solution.
Questions are presented to help students think more deeply about
the various strategies and to focus on an analysis of correct
responses. In "Who's Correct?" problems, students are not told
who is correct. They have to think more deeply about the
strategies and whether or not the solutions make sense. These
types of problems help prepare students to analyze their own work
for errors and correctness and provide formative assessment
opportunities.
Additionally, every lesson concludes with a Talk the Talk where
students demonstrate their learning.
MATHia continuously assesses every step of each student’s work,
analyzing that work, and delivering students a custom learning
path focused on developing a deep level of understanding and
achieving skill mastery. As students work through problems, each
step is associated with one or more skills that are required to
master the topic. As students ask for help or attempt to correctly
complete each step, the system dynamically evaluates what the
student’s action tells it about the student’s level of knowledge. This
dynamic assessment is used to determine whether a student has
mastered a topic, but it is also used to track progress towards end-of-year goals. Teachers and administrators receive
an up-to-the-minute view of each student’s progress towards course goals.
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Part 5: Technology
1. The technology/digital
components of the program
enhance instruction and
student learning.
2. Digitally-based lessons can
be delivered with existing
technology available at my
site.
3. Digital platform is
compatible with Google
classroom.

The Carnegie Learning textbook works in conjunction with MATHia to support students in becoming well rounded
mathematicians. Through MATHia, students receive 1-to-1 adaptive math coaching, providing a personalized
learning pathway. The goal of MATHia is to enhance instruction and student learning by providing students with what

they need to build individual conceptual understanding and procedural fluency. Each student gets what they need and
how much they need to solidify their understanding and build fluency.
MATHia is cloud based and is compatible with most devices including Chromebooks, laptops, iPads and tablets (with a
resolution of 1024 x 768 or greater). For more detailed information, please visit our Help Center.
https://www.carnegielearning.com/help-center/mathia/system-requirements/
Carnegie Learning instructional materials can be posted to Google Classroom. Our partner assessment platform,
Edulastic, is fully compatible and syncs with Google Classroom allowing teachers to assign assessments through Google
Classroom and graded items to be imported to Google Classroom
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